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Abstract

Large language models (LLMs) have revolutionized the way humans interact with AI systems, transforming a wide range of fields and disciplines. In this talk, I share two distinct approaches to empowering human-AI interaction using LLMs. The first one explores how LLMs transform computational social science, and how human-AI collaboration can reduce costs and improve the efficiency of social science research. The second part looks at social skill learning via LLMs by empowering therapists and learners with LLM-empowered feedback and deliberative practices. These two works demonstrate how human-AI collaboration via LLMs can empower individuals and foster positive change. We conclude by discussing how LLMs enable collaborative intelligence by redefining the interactions between humans and AI systems.

Introduction

The development of Large Language Models (LLMs) has changed the way how humans interact with AI systems. As LLMs are trained on vast amounts of Internet data, they can comprehend and generate human-like text, enabling users to engage with AI through natural language in a conversational manner, as well as facilitating a variety of creative writing and customer service applications. We are witnessing a profound transformation in how humans interact with AI systems, a subfield known as Human-AI Interaction, which has been established even before the introduction of LLMs (Wu, Yang, and Santy 2023).

Human-AI Interaction covers multiple forms of interaction between human and AI systems, depending on the objective of the interaction. There are two major forms: human-AI collaboration where humans and AI work together to achieve a goal, and humans utilizing AI-infused systems where AI is used to facilitate human interaction. Related to this, mixed-initiative interaction (Horvitz 1999) emphasizes that humans and AI systems can take on the leading roles interchangeably in an interaction strategy.

As LLMs become more competent in their capabilities (OpenAI 2023), human-AI interactions are becoming more diverse with more diverse characters (e.g., tutors, AI-enabled chat) and functionalities (e.g., math, coding, chess). As a result, it becomes more important to think about how insights from human-human interaction can be integrated into this process to support more effective human-AI interaction workflows, especially when LLM-simulated agents (Talebirad and Nadiri 2023) are involved in simulating participants (Park et al. 2023) or other roles such as malicious characters (Ganguli et al. 2022).

To enable positive human-AI interaction, from a methodology perspective, enabling seamless interactions between humans and LLMs is not trivial. Different prompting techniques such as decomposition to planning, refinement, and interaction (Cai et al. 2023; Li et al. 2023b), together with approaches like retrieval augmentation (Lewis et al. 2020) have been proposed to enhance different aspects (e.g., factuality and grounding) of interaction. From an evaluation perspective, human-AI interaction also poses new challenges as conventional performance driven metrics might not be enough (Lee et al. 2022). User-centered design and evaluation become more needed to measure not only these task-level performances, but also characterize diverse interaction dimensions such as usability, satisfaction, responsibility, as well as long-term effects on users.

Cast Studies of Human-AI Interaction

This work presents two case studies to illustrate how LLMs can empower human-AI interaction. The first one explores how LLMs transform computational social science, and how human-AI collaboration can reduce costs and improve the efficiency of social science research. The second work looks at social skill learning via LLMs by empowering learners with LLM-empowered feedback and deliberative practices.

Case Study 1: How human-AI collaboration helps social science research

Many language processing tasks can be successfully performed by LLMs in a zero-shot manner. If LLMs can help code social phenomena such as persuasiveness and political ideology, then they would transform Computational Social Science (CSS). We present a road map for the use of LLMs as CSS tools, including prompting best practices and an evaluation pipeline for evaluating the zero-shot performance of 13 language models on 24 representative CSS benchmarks (Ziems et al. 2023).

Case Study 2: Social skill learning via LLMs

To enable social skill learning via LLMs, we propose a language model empowered feedback and deliberative practices framework that enables learners to receive feedback tailored to their performance and encourages them to reflect on their interactions. This approach not only improves learning outcomes but also fosters a positive learning environment.
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We further demonstrate how to harness the complementary strengths of humans and LLMs for the CSS research pipeline, given their strong zero-shot capability on many text-annotation tasks (Kuzman, Ljubešić, and Možetić 2023). We dive deep into how annotation work can be best allocated among humans and LLMs to achieve both quality and cost objectives via CoAnnotating a novel paradigm for Human-LLM co-annotation of unstructured texts (Li et al. 2023a). We find that CoAnnotating to be an effective means to allocate work, with up to 21% superior performance compared to random allocation on multiple datasets.

**Case Study 2: Using LLMs to help humans learn social skills** Since social skills are mostly learned through expert supervision, it is difficult to scale training, especially given the shortage of trained professionals. We argue that LLMs can provide opportunities for people to practice and develop social skills that will help them in the workplace and in their personal lives. For instance, the success of peer counseling platforms depends on effective volunteer counselors, but many volunteers lack access to individualized learning resources. One of our recent works introduces CARE: an interactive AI coach that trains peer counselors with automatic suggestions (Hsu et al. 2023). CARE diagnoses which counseling strategies are most appropriate in the given context and suggests tailored responses during the practical training stage. We find that this LLM-based system, trained on Motivational Interviewing strategies from counseling conversation data, significantly helps novice counselors respond to challenging situations. One can use similar paradigm for other skills such as conflict resolution, for which we developed the Rehearsal system (Shaikh et al. 2023). Rehearsal helps users practice conflicts with a believable simulated interlocutor, identify alternative conversational paths, and learn through feedback on how to apply specific conflict strategies. Our between-subjects evaluation showed that Rehearsal significantly helps learners navigate later unaided conflict compared to control groups.

**Conclusion**

Using two case studies, this work illustrates how LLMs can enable collaborative intelligence by enabling humans and AI systems to collaborate together, as well as by enabling humans to learn social skills. Note that the design and development of human-AI interaction systems must address ethical challenges related to bias, harms, risks, and privacy concerns. Human-AI interaction goes beyond what we have covered here, including but not limited to: (1) designing new forms of interaction, (2) iteratively improving LLMs to enable better interactions through learning from interactions, (3) making human-AI interactions more personalized, (4) and analyzing how human-AI interaction might influence humans and change their behavior within a broader social context.
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